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‘Government as good as our people’
Mike Pence greeted by several hundred Trump
campaign supporters at Rockingham County Fairgrounds

CONNER WOISARD / THE BREEZE

Vice presidental candidate and Indiana Gov. Mike Pence visited Harrisonburg on Wednesday morning following Tuesday’s vice presidential debate in Farmville. “Donald Trump’s vision to make America great again won the debate,” Pence said.
By JESSICA NEWMAN AND CAROLINE JANSEN
The Breeze

Vice presidential nominee Mike Pence was all smiles as he took the
stage at Rockingham County Fairgrounds on Wednesday after multiple
news sources deemed him the winner of the debate Tuesday night.
“Some people think I won,” Pence said in his speech. “But I’ll leave
that to others. You know, what I’ll tell you is that from where I sat, Donald

Trump won the debate. Donald Trump’s vision to make America great
again won the debate.”
Doors opened at 9:30 a.m. and hundreds of people attended the
rally. Before Pence gave a speech approximately three hours later, some
members of the crowd discussed hopes and dreams for America’s future.
“I believe this country is troubled and we need to change it,” Ellen
Abernethy, a Rockingham County resident, said. “We are so far removed
from the precedents on which this country was founded. We need to turn

Earthly
encounters
JMU justice studies
professor recounts numerous
near-death experiences

it around and go back to where we stand up for what is right.”
Pence discussed a number of issues in his 35-minute speech.
About 10 minutes in, he criticized Hillary Clinton for her failure to
negotiate a status and forces agreement that resulted in all U.S. military
forces leaving Iraq in 2009. The military seemed to be a common
topic discussed among attendees, some of whom were veterans.
see PENCE, page 4

Owning
the scrum
Women’s club rugby celebrates 40th season
By ANDRE HABOUSH
The Breeze
COURTESY OF CAMERON MACAULEY

Macauley worked with Sanumá Indian kids in the Brazilian forest in 2001.

By NICOLETTE CHUSS
The Breeze

Professor Cameron Macauley has had his fair share of
near-death experiences throughout his work overseas. No
matter which country he visits, adventure follows him at
every turn.
One such incident includes an encounter with a landmine
in Thailand.
“On one occasion, I was driving to work and I had had four
cups of coffee that morning, so I stopped to pee,” Macauley
said. “And while I was peeing, a water buffalo was grazing
out in the middle of a rice patch and suddenly there was an
explosion … the water buffalo had stepped on a landmine,
and evidently it had blown off both its front legs. And it just
rolled over on its side and bled to death in front of me.”
In another instance, a drunken man at a wedding in a
refugee camp held Macauley at gunpoint. The guest was
aggravated that Macauley’s relief organization only doled
out supplies to women and children — not single men —
and decided to lash out in anger.
“He was drunk enough that he could kill me, and his gun
was definitely loaded,” Macauley said.
Instead of panicking, Macauley remained calm and talked
the gunman out of a potentially fatal shooting.
“And I didn’t say anything, I just sat there … saying, ‘If
you’re going to do it, do it; if not, go away,’”Macauley said.

“And eventually he put his gun down and left.”
These escapades all began when Macauley was in college,
as he decided to use his anthropology and physician’s
assistant degrees and his passion for humanitarian aid to
pursue a dream of working abroad. His journey started in
Southeast Asia, and the rest is history.
“When I was in the Peace Corps out there I learned
Portuguese, and so it was easy for me to find jobs in
Portuguese-speaking countries, since there was a big demand
at that time,” Macauley said.
This skill eventually landed Macauley a job in the Doctors
Without Borders program in Brazil, where he worked with the
Amanayé people to implement a malaria control program to
educate the village about its epidemic.
Despite the difficult work, Macauley still considers Brazil
to be his favorite destination, and makes it a point to visit
often with his wife, Angela. He met her while working as the
psychology manager on an immunization program in Angola.
It all started when he needed to pick up supplies from the
airport, which was on top of a large hill.
“So I hopped in the truck and I invited Angela, the Brazilian
nurse that I had just met and who I liked very much, to come
with me,” Macauley said.
Despite not knowing Macauley, and being from completely
different countries, Angela was up for the adventure.
see MACAULEY, page 8

This weekend, the JMU women’s club rugby team will celebrate its 40-year anniversary
in its game against Temple University’s club team. About 20 club rugby alumni are
expected to attend, including the founders, Rob McGinnis and Bill Murphy. Although
they’re aware of the dates, no chronicles were kept, leaving the team with a limited
understanding of its formation.
“That’s actually one of the coolest reasons to why we’re doing this is because I don’t
think a lot of us know how the team got started, and where it all began,” said club
president Meg Rich, a junior international affairs and Spanish double major. “Rugby
has developed so much over the last 40 years ... I think that’s a really cool opportunity
that we’re going to get this weekend, is to kind of figure out what our history is.”
see RUGBY, page 10

LAURA VANDEMARK / THE BREEZE

The JMU women’s club rugby team prepares for an upcoming game against Temple University.
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Thursday, October 6

Friday, October 7

b Open Jam Night @
Dave’s Taverna, 7-10
p.m.

b First Fridays Downtown
@ Downtown
Harrisonburg, 5-9 p.m.

b Live Music @ the Golden
Pony, 9 p.m. to midnight

b New & Improv’d Show @
Madison Union Taylor
Down Under, 8-9 p.m.

b Date Night Thursday @
Joshua Wilton House,
noon to midnight

b Jazz 4 Justice @ Forbes
Center for the Perfoming
Arts (Concert Hall), 8-9
p.m.

Saturday, October 8
b Community Yoga with The
Nest Yoga and Fitness
Studio @ the Edith J.
Carrier Arboretum,
8:30-9:30 a.m.
b Meet the Author: Jeff Alt
@ Massanutten Regional
Library, 1-2 p.m.
b Saturday Beer Tasting @
Downtown Wine &
Gourmet, 1-4 p.m.

Sunday, October 9

Monday, October 10

b Live Music @ the Golden
Pony, 9 p.m. to midnight

b Harmonic Laboratory @ Duke
Hall Gallery, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

b Shenandoah Mountain
Bike Festival @ Stokesville
Campground, noon to
midnight

b Karaoke Night @ Dave’s Taverna,
9-11 p.m.

b Trivia Night @ Wolfe
Street Brewing Co., 6-8
p.m.

b Shenandoah Valley Watercolor
Society Art Show @ Virginia
Mennonite Retirement
Community Park Gables Facility,
all day

Tuesday, October 11

Event Calendar

Wednesday, October 12

b Project Condom @ Grafton-Stovall
Theatre, 8-9:30 p.m.

b Tea Time @ Madison Union 3rd
Floor Lounge, 4-5 p.m.

b Koru @ Madison Union Taylor Down
Under, 6:30-11 p.m.

b Foosball Tournament @ Ruby’s
Arcade, 7-9 p.m.

b Trivia Night @ Dave’s Taverna,
7:30-9 p.m.

b Weekly Bingo @ Wolfe Street
Brewing Co., 8-10 p.m.

CHELSEA CROUCH / THE BREEZE

Across
1 Full of beans
6 “I don’t need __”: regular patron’s comment
11 Sellout letters
14 Apple app mostly replaced by Messages
15 Connoisseur
16 Recyclable item
17 OREO
19 TSA requests
20 Aria, usually
21 Suffix with social
22 Bovine icon
24 ORE
28 Crème brûlée topping
31 Defensive comeback
32 Little pill
33 When workers may be dressed down?: Abbr.
34 Terminal conveyance
37 Nicki Minaj genre
38 OR
42 Langley org.
43 City on the Rhône
45 Apartment bldg. info
46 Medina native
48 Offer a contrary opinion
50 Reduced to pure metal
52 O
55 Saint __: Caribbean island
56 Card game using the entire deck
57 Goof reaction
61 Mont. neighbor
62 Muppet’s explanation of the four all-caps
clues

By Jeff Stillman

66 Title for Anthony Hopkins
67 Serviceable
68 Pointless
69 “The Splendid Splinter” Williams
70 Having glass sections
71 Hen, for one
Down
1 Short shots?
2 Off-the-wall answer?
3 Dad of Haley, Alex and Luke on “Modern
Family”
4 California observatory site
5 Annual rpt. column
6 Dutch beer brand
7 Like lions, but not tigers
8 Actress Longoria
9 Japanese tech company
10 Broken, as promises
11 Hair salon technique
12 Two of three sides of a typical pie slice
13 First stage
18 __ wave
23 Crook’s haul
25 Little devils
26 Take a chance
27 Mideast dignitary
28 PC key
29 Like the visiting team
30 Course record?
33 NFL scores
35 Guy Friday, for one
36 Servant for the inn crowd

Find the answers online at: breezejmu.org/site/crossword_answers
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39 E pluribus __
40 Spoils
41 1914 battle river
44 Radar O’Reilly’s pop brand
47 City with a Penn State campus
49 Admit to the Enterprise, in a way
50 Pronounced
51 Singer Anthony
52 Top-tier invitees
53 Show that shows too much?
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58 Acceptable
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Apparel awareness

IN BRIEF
HARRISONBURG

Arrest made in
stabbing incident
On Friday, the Harrisonburg
Police Department arrested a man
allegedly involved in a malicious
wounding case, according to a
press release from Lieutenant Roger
Knott of the HPD.
As previously reported by
The Breeze, a male resident of
Harrisonburg suffered multiple
lacerations and was transported to
UVa. hospital following a Sept. 25
stabbing.
With assistance from the U.S.
Marshals Service, HPD officers
arrested Amos Lopez-Ramirez,
20, on one count of aggravated
malicious wounding according to
the press release.
Lopez-Ramirez, a Harrisonburg
resident, “was arrested without
incident and was held without bond
at the Harrisonburg-Rockingham
Regional Jail,” the press release
said. “The investigation revealed
that Lopez-Ramirez and the victim
were acquaintances who had
been involved in an argument
that escalated into a physical
altercation.”
The HPD encourages
community members to report
suspicious behavior and to
provide information pertinent
to investigations by calling 540434-4436. Those with anonymous
information and tips, which may
result in monetary awards, can call
Crime Solvers at 540-574-5050 or
text “HPD” plus the tip to CRIMES
(274637).

The Forbes Center’s Historic Costume Collection shows Breast Cancer history through fashion

JILLIAN WRIGHT / THE BREEZE

Pam Johnson, a costume design professor, began collecting pieces for JMU’s Historic Clothing Collection in the 1980s. The collection annually displays clothing from a specific time
period and with a specific theme. This year’s exhibit centers around Breast Cancer Awareness Month, and showcases clothing from the 1920s to the 1960s related to women’s health.
By ANTHEA LIU
contributing writer

Among the pink clothes in a small corner on the
second floor of the Forbes Center for the Performing
Arts, a mannequin sits, bald and without breasts. This
corner is where the annual exhibition of the JMU Historic
Clothing Collection is being held. However, unlike in
other years, this is the first year breast cancer research
will be featured.

The Historic Clothing Collection will be on display for
the entire month of October, to recognize Breast Cancer
Awareness Month. The entire exhibit is an installation of
pink garments from the 1920s to the 1960s.
Pam Johnson, a costume design professor in charge
of the project, said by displaying only pink pieces from
that particular time period, she hopes students can learn
not only how to appreciate the garments, but also the
story behind them.
“That’s the period, when breast cancer treatment,

research and awareness was extreme, low priority and
almost taboo to discuss,” Johnson said in an email.
According to the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, one out of eight American woman will
get breast cancer at some point in their life.
“By showing this collection, we really want to raise
up people’s awareness about this disease, and let them
know the record of breast cancer can be traced back to
see EXHIBIT, page 4

Here to stay

Public relations professor discusses differences between education in Norway, U.S.

LAUREN SAMPSON / THE BREEZE

are some good parts to it, but it’s very socially
Darwinistic in some ways. You make it or you
break it. No one takes attendance, you have
no assignments, you meet once every week
for about three hours, someone will talk at
you, you can ask some questions, but when
they’re done they walk out. If you come to
their office hours they’re going to look at you
like, ‘Why are you here? Why are you bothering
me?’ and you have one exam at the end of the
semester. Whatever grade you get on that test
is your entire course grade. It’s a very brutal
approach to education. So I like better what we
do here — it’s more kind to the student. There
are opportunities for you to mess up and still
be fine. Students get feedback continually and
they are encouraged to do well and there’s
no penalty for messing up here and there.

Communications studies professor Lars Kristiansen was born and raised in Norway, and received his bachelor’s degree
in public relations from BI Norwegion School of Management. He obtained his Ph.D. from the University of Missouri.

How did you first become interested
in studying public relations?

By CHRISTINA ZIU
contributing writer

That was just a happenstance. My friend that
I had known for most of my life at that point — I
think we met when we were four — and we had
always agreed when we were going to go to
college we were going to live together. I asked
him, ‘So what did you apply for?’ He’s like, ‘I
want to study PR at this school,’ and I was like,
‘Perfect, I’ll do the same thing. If I don’t like
it, I’ll switch,’ and I ended up sticking with it. It
turned out to be like one of those blind darts
thrown in the dark and like this was great,
perfect. Hit the bull’s-eye on the first one.

Lars Kristiansen teaches public relations in the School
of Communication Studies. He was born and raised in
Norway, and lived there until he was 24 years old. In
2005, he got his bachelor’s degree in public relations
from BI Norwegian School of Management. Because
he likes to travel — he went backpacking for a year
after high school — he decided to continue school
overseas. Kristiansen then got his master’s degree
from Illinois State University and his Ph.D. from

the University of Missouri. He taught at Monmouth
College in Illinois for three years before moving to
JMU in 2015. Kristiansen recently published a piece
combining his interest in punk rock music with PR.
How does education in Norway compare
to education in the United States?
If I were to do what we do there to our
students here, they would hate me — absolutely
hate me. And I’m not saying that what they do
over there is necessarily a good thing. There

HPD to purchase $18,000
‘special events’ vehicle
Funding proposal approved by city council

Information from:
www.kawasaki.com/
category/sidexside
STEPHANIE MORALES / THE BREEZE

By GRACE THOMPSON
The Breeze

The Harrisonburg Police Department plans to
buy an $18,000 special events vehicle, about the
same size as a golf cart and nearly identical to one
except that it has headlights. This vehicle will help
keep our community safe during public events
where large groups of people are in attendance and
allow the officers to see more clearly where they are

going and allow for a safer means of travelling.
On Sept. 13, the Harrisonburg City Council
passed a request for funds from the Harrisonburg
Police Department to transfer $18,078 from the
federal assets — which consists of funds for Law
Enforcement use alone — to purchase a special
events vehicle, model Kawasaki 4010 four seater
with a roof. The new vehicle will assist HPD in
see EVENTS, page 4

When did you decide you wanted to teach PR?
Once you start looking for graduate degrees,
it kind of comes along with the territory.
You start teaching in graduate school as a
teaching assistant through a professor, and
I realized I really like being in the classroom
and talking to students about ideas. And
it sounds like such a cliché, but like, when
you see people have that ‘Aha’ moment, the
light bulb goes on, it’s like, that is incredibly
rewarding. And money is interesting and
all, but this is better than money.
What brought you to JMU?
I met my wife in graduate school and
we got jobs in very different parts of the
country. So I got a job in Illinois and she
got a job here at JMU right out of graduate
school. We weren’t married at the time, but
we did long distance for quite a few years.
At some point we decided, well, either she
has to move to Illinois or I have to try to find
a job in Virginia. And having visited her for
three years and like, meeting her colleagues
and seeing this gorgeous valley that we
live in, yeah, you’re not moving to Illinois.
You work in a wonderful place and she had
been here for two months when she calls
me and goes, ‘I think I can retire here.’
CONTACT Christina Ziu at
ziuct@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Hot & Cold Subs 11” Bread Made Fresh Daily.

Philly Cheese Steak Super Special
With sautéed mushrooms, onions, green peppers,
mayo, tomato, and American cheese
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country,” Abernethy said. “We need people
who are going to abide by the constitution.
There are two ways we interpret the
constitution — loosely or strict construction.
Italian
7.99
Fountain Soft
1.99
Mr. Drink
Trump believes that we should abide by
Salami, ham, provolone, lettuce, tomato,
onions, mayo, and Italian dressing
Bottle Drinkthe constitution.”
2.19
As
the lyrics
to “Rocket
Man” by Elton John
Beer
& Wine
available
Ham & Cheese
7.99
played on the loudspeaker, some attendees
Ham, provolone, lettuce, tomato, onions,
discussed Trump’s reluctance to release his
mayo, and Italian dressing
tax returns. Although many democrats in
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the past have ridiculed Trump for not paying
Grilled Chicken Sub
7.99
taxes,
Elizabeth Warren
Allincluding
DessertsSenator
at 5.59
With lettuce tomato, onions, mozzarella cheese, and mayo
and Senate Minority Leader Harry Reid, some
Tiramisu | supporters
Cannoli at the rally seemed to be accepting
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Cake
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of this|notion.
lettuce, tomato, onions and mayo
“I say good for him,” Abernethy said. “I
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doubt that there’s anyone here today that
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you can interview that doesn’t take all the
deductions that they can.”
Sausage & Peppers Sub
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However, according to a recent report
CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE
from The New York Times, Trump could have
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Trump has also taken a lot of heat over his
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7.99
H
ARRISONBURG
,
VA
22801
Vietnam War veteran, said. “I mean, Kaine presidential debate. According to CNN Money, lack of political
experience; however, his past
OffifPort
Rd, Next To Starbucks
Ham and
& Cheese
7.99
was our governor
we really didn’t get a both Trump and Pence
are “right
youRepublic
look experience
in business seemed to appeal to
7.99
whole lot outChicken
of him.” Wing
solely at the average rate
of growth during
this some spectators at Wednesday’s Pence rally.
540.434.6177
Pence also
criticized
the
media
saying
it
rebound
versus
prior
ones.
“He beat out 16 other candidates that were
Chicken BBQ
7.99”
FAX: 540.434.6188
“is so busy parsing every word [Trump] said
However, according to an October 2016 politicians,” Gary Garst, a Rockingham County
*All Prices Subject To Change Without Notice*
or tweeted that it seems like they haven’t had report by the U.S. Department of Labor’s resident, said. “We need change in this country.
WWW . TUTTIGUSTI
. US
time to talk about what the Clintons have been Bureau of Labor Statistics, unemployment
Eight years of
this administration is enough. I
up to for the last 30 years.”
rates have been cut in half since
the
2009
think
he’s
probably
one of the most successful
SUN - WED TIL 2:00AM
Pence claimed a Trump presidency would economic recession. Unemployment rates in businessmen in the last three decades in
- Sthan
AT TIL :00AM
THUR
make positive change, something he believes August 2016 are also 2.9 percent
lower
America.”
the country needs after so many years under unemployment rates when President Obama
Although Trump never came to JMU, when
Free Delivery
the Obama administration.
assumed office in 2009.
students heard he was scheduled to make an
“At a time when people in both political
Pence credited the rising power
of ISIS
to appearance,
hundreds of protesters gathered
LATE
NIGHT
DELIVERY
parties are restless for change, we know we can the decision to pull U.S. troops out of Iraq, in opposition to the event. At the Pence rally
have government as good as our people again,” and Trump says he’ll deploy troops into high- on Wednesday, there didn’t appear to be any
Pence said. “The other party has nominated terrorist areas.
protesters present.
someone who literally personifies the failed
“Seven and a half years of the leadership
Pence supporters were also confident that
establishment in Washington, D.C.”
of Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton on the Trump would win the state of Virginia. In 2012,
The spectators responded to this with an world stage has weakened America’s place Politico reported Mitt Romney winning the
outcry of support, chanting, “Lock her up,” in in the world and emboldened our enemies,” popular vote in Rockingham County by 69.5
reference to Democratic presidential candidate Pence said. “Despite traveling literally millions percent.
Hillary Clinton.
of miles as our secretary of state, the world is
“I’m pretty sure he’s gonna win Rockingham
Mike Pence expressed his concerns over the more dangerous today than the day Hillary County, hopefully Shenandoah Valley,” Garst
state of the U.S. economy, which he believes Clinton took over the foreign policy of this said. “I can see very few Clinton signs around
has suffered under the current administration. country.”
the area, so that tells me something right there.”
“We are in the midst of the slowest recovery
In accordance with what was discussed
since the Great Depression,” Pence said. in Pence’s speech, audience members at the CONTACT Jessica Newman and Caroline
“Millions more people are living in poverty rally also expressed concerns over prosperity, Jansen at breezenews@gmail.com.
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policing events downtown with large masses of people. It’ll also help
them access areas regular emergency vehicles can’t.
Harrisonburg City Council Vice Mayor Richard Baugh discussed
via email where this money is coming from, explaining that it’s not
tax money; rather, this was a vote to give more money from available
outside funds to the police department.
“Whenever you see that something is paid for out of ‘federal assets’
or something similar, that means it’s from federal criminal forfeiture
money,” Baugh said. “Basically, the federal criminal system generates
funds from the sale of property related to criminal activity.”
This vehicle contains many useful instruments such as first-aid kits
and traffic cones. It’ll also help HPD access areas regular emergency
vehicles can’t when off-roading is necessary. More specifically, the
vehicle would be able to respond to incidents on places such as
Bluestone Trail, which currently doesn’t have the capacity necessary
for regular police cars to drive safely.
HPD Chief Stephen Monticelli, who brought this plan to the
council’s attention, said, “The vehicle will allow the movement
of staff, supplies, medical aid, barricade placements and a rapid
response if needed even in extremely crowded and compact areas.”
Officers face issues when relying on golf carts to do the same job
because they don’t have headlights, so they’re difficult to use at night.
This vehicle is much faster than responding to incidents on foot and

contains a closed cab that would make it usable regardless of weather
conditions. The cab is also larger than in a regular golf cart, so injured
people can be more easily transported.
Lt. Chris Rush from the HPD said the special events vehicle’s size
and capabilities will be a huge asset for the police department and
will help them to solve issues more efficiently.
“The vehicle is small enough to where we can get up on the
sidewalks and maneuver around and through people,” Rush said.
Rush said they also have responsibilities in monitoring events and
responding to calls in the Watershed area, which can get a bit difficult
for a larger emergency vehicle.
“This utility vehicle is a four-wheel drive also so we anticipate
along with special events that we’ll be able to use that out around
the Watershed area, because there’s areas through there where you
can’t get a full-sized vehicle,” Rush said.
He added that in a large crowd, if someone were to get injured,
this vehicle would allow the HPD to maneuver through crowds of
people to get to the person and transport them much faster than a
regular emergency vehicle.
“We are excited with the addition of this special events vehicle to
our equipment that will provide further safety to the attendees and the
management of the special events and provide us an additional tool
to provide our continued service to the community,” Monticelli said.
CONTACT Grace Thompson at thompsgc@dukes.jmu.edu.

EXHIBIT | ‘It’s not just looking at the pretty things’

JILLIAN WRIGHT / THE BREEZE

Breast Cancer was first recognized in ancient Egypt, where the only ”cures” were various natural
treatments. Dr. William Halsted introduced the first radical mastectomy procedure in the mid-1800s.
from page 3

ancient Egypt; this is not a new disease,”
Johnson said.
In ancient Egypt and until the 18th century,
because people had such little knowledge about
breast cancer that there were few treatments.
According to The Maurer Foundation, the first
surgical treatments began in the 1700s, with the

radical mastectomy procedure introduced by
Dr. William Halsted in the mid-1800s.
Hannah Burgess, one of the student
assistants on the project and a senior media
arts and design major, said one of the main
goals of this exhibit is to make more people
aware of the disease and how it’s treated.
“Breast cancer — since that was a woman’s
disease — it was usually kept really quiet;

people just deal with it, they don’t tell a lot of
people,” Burgess said. “This is not something
they can talk about publicly.”
Johnson, who started this exhibit, has been
collecting garments for various collections
since the ’80s. In 1993, she exhibited the first
Historic Clothing Collection at JMU, and has
displayed a new collection every year since
then. Johnson said the Historic Clothing
Collection has over 1,500 pieces today, most
of them either donated by JMU alumni or their
families.
Johnson said her student assistants came up
with this idea, which intentionally included a
modern pink bra in the Historic Clothing
Collection. The message they intend to deliver
is a reminder that there’s still no cure for breast
cancer.
Laura West, another student assistant on the
project and a senior theatre and dance double
major, worked with the Historic Clothing
Collection for the first time this year and said
the exhibit changed the way she views clothes.
“Now, I’ll be thinking about the content of all
of this pink clothing,” West said. “And just, like,
women in this time period; what they must
have [dealt] with, rather than just [dressing]
pretty.”
According to Johnson, these pieces were
originally collected for display because most of
them were too worn or fragile for stage use. But
as the collection started to grow, she decided
to display them according to specific themes.
This year’s theme stands out because it’s for
such an important cause.
“I think what is exciting is we are able to use
the collection in this kind of way, to increase
the awareness of something,” Johnson said.
“And it’s not just looking at the pretty things.”
CONTACT Anthea Liu at
liu22yx@dukes.jmu.edu.
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What do millennials
want in a candidate?

CHELSEA CROUCH / THE BREEZE

Here’s what one group of millennials, JMU students from Critical Reading and Writing and Introduction to
Studies in Writing, Rhetoric and Technical Communication classes, say they’re looking for in a candidate.

Caroline Mohan
“This country
needs an individual
who can carry
the burden of the
nation wholesomely
and powerfully.”

Above all, I value civic justice. The modern
U.S. is far from supreme equality. We’re
closer than other nations, but light-years
from the standard to which we’re held by
many of our constituents. I’d appreciate a
candidate for president who’s prepared to
overcome domestic barriers like poverty and
hunger, the wage gap and the nationalization
of so many of the immigrants who fled from
oppression and poverty to the U.S.
Something that I’d like to see in my
lifetime is a federal justice and law
enforcement system that protects every
citizen whether they be a police officer who
defended himself, an African-American
woman who’s had her rights and safety
denied her or a Muslim man who can’t
practice his faith for fear of persecution. I
want a president who values equality for
all. All this entails is open-mindedness and

the ability to be upfront with the people.
I want a candidate who’ll take action not
only superficially, but in Congress too —
someone who’ll push policy so that women
and men are treated as equals in the
professional world.
This country needs an individual who can
carry the burden of the nation wholesomely
and powerfully. We as a people must
overcome our differences to elect someone
who’s willing to represent every person
who falls under U.S. jurisdiction. When we
establish America’s status as the “land of the
free,” we’ll reach the pinnacle of social and
political equality.
Caroline Mohan is a sophomore writing,
rhetoric, and technical communication
major. Contact Caroline at mohanct@
dukes.jmu.edu.

Noah Johnson

PHOTOS COURTESY OF STUDENTS

As a 19-year-old sophomore in college
facing my first steps toward the job market
as well as my first vote in a presidential
election, I can’t help but connect these
two “firsts.” Naturally, I’m starting to fully
consider jobs in the “real world” and
the difficulty in obtaining one. College
tuition is absolutely absurd and while I
was accepted to many top colleges in the
country, choosing one that was private or
out-of-state became even more absurd.
In thinking about an ideal candidate in
the upcoming election, of course integrity,
intelligence and diplomacy are all key. Yet,
I can’t help but consider this specific time
of my life — being a college student
My candidate should be able to create
lower college costs while also providing
alternatives to the mountain of debt many
students accrue — a debt that follows

them for decades after graduation. It’s also
essential that my ideal candidate would
stand up for the value of a college degree,
encouraging programs and job creation
that enable all fields of study to have
successful outcomes and pushing for a job
market with more opportunity instead of a
degree that seems meaningless and work
unrelated to that degree.
Bottom line: My ideal candidate must
understand the issues plaguing my
generation and future generations.
As lower tuition costs and solid jobs
become an oasis in the desert, a candidate
who insists on bringing water to that desert
is a must.
Noah Johnson is a sophomore media
arts and design major. Contact Noah at
johnsonr@dukes.jmu.edu.

A “consent-isn’t-justsexual” dart to one of the
Fear2Freedom event managers
for forcing people to take
pictures while promoting
against sexual violence.
From someone who also
would’ve liked for trans and
male survivors to be included in
your event.
Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and printed on a space-available basis.
Submissions creatively depict a given situation, person or event and do not necessarily reflect the truth.

Submit Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

Editorial Policies
The Breeze
1598 S. Main Street
Harrisonburg, VA 22801

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions through
letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 250 words. Guest
columns must be no more than 650 words.

“Bottom line: My
ideal candidate
must understand
the issues plaguing
my generation and
future generations.”

A “slow-down” dart to the
person who almost hit my car.
From an annoyed student.

A “you’re-literallyamazing” pat to professor
Cindy Allen for always showing
her students love and care.
From a student who wishes
more professors were like you.
A “what-a-let-down” dart to
the judge who dismissed the
Sarah Butters case.
From a student who isn’t
surprised survivors aren’t
reporting to OSARP and Public
Safety anymore.

The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar and
if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes
the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.

An “underwhelming-effort”
dart to SGA’s “JMU Fix It”
initiative that focuses more
on menial tasks like moving
microwaves than using their
power to address campus
issues with sexual assault, race,
religion, disability and LGBTQ+
inclusion efforts.
From a student who’s sick
of seeing orgs exclude/ignore
marginalized groups and then
crow about “diversity” and
“being the change.”

Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail and
must include name, phone number, major/year if author is a current student
(or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable) and place of residence
if author is not a JMU student.
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Erika Zelaya
“I want a president
who’s able to look at all
dimensions of an issue to
make decisions because at
the end of the day, we’re
people, not just numbers.”

As a college student paying for my own tuition,
I appreciated that Bernie Sanders started a
conversation about free tuition, despite his radical
ideology. It’s vital as the future working class that
we’re not in debt for the rest of our lives, especially
now when our grandparents (baby boomers) are
starting to retire and we’re expected to support
them.
Immigration reform is very close to my heart. I
immigrated here with my sisters and mother from
Honduras. My father crossed the border illegally
and since then has had a work visa, paid taxes and
has a clean criminal record. This is an idealized
account of what an undocumented immigrant
looks like; however, it’s a truthful one that’s not

unique to just him. It’s politically, economically
and administratively unfeasible to deport all 11
million undocumented immigrants or to build a
wall. People immigrating here from Latin America
aren’t all “rapists” or “bringing drugs;” many of
them are fleeing murder and gang violence to
pursue better lives.
I want a president who’s able to look at all
dimensions of an issue to make decisions because
at the end of the day, we’re people, not just
numbers.
Erika Zelaya is a sophomore public policy
and administration major. Contact Erika at
zelayaec@dukes.jmu.edu.

Sarah Paynter
I’ve had many privileges in my life. As
a white private school graduate, I entered
the JMU Honors College and am about to
graduate debt-free. I’ve extensively traveled
abroad and grew up visiting museums and
plays nearly weekly. I know I have had many
opportunities that I did nothing to earn.
Perhaps it’s one of these advantages,
however, that makes it impossible for me to
forget the obstacles faced by my peers — I
live in the diverse suburbs of New York City.
My boyfriend is an immigrant from Colombia
who grew up in a place of extreme poverty
and violence, and my best friend is a Black
Lives Matter activist. I’ve seen firsthand
among my loved ones the disadvantages they
face and the sacrifices they must make.
I want to see growth in opportunities

for minorities. The cost of education is
astronomical and prohibitive. I’d like to see
tuition-free undergraduate education, but
I’m unsure how this would be funded, as I
also believe taxes are far too high. I want to
see politicians who are willing to make tough
decisions about unnecessary government
expenses. I’d like to see politicians ease the
racial tension that my peers face. I’ve too
often seen the cycle of poverty that traps
minorities from improving their situations.
I’d like to see politicians in office who make
the American dream attainable by leveling
obstacles for the disadvantaged.

“I’d like to see politicians
ease the racial tension
that my peers face.”

Sarah Paynter is a senior psychology
major. Contact Sarah at payntesa@dukes.
jmu.edu.

Brooke Long
“I look for a person
with the boldness to
take uncomfortable
measures and
challenge us to
become a better
version of America.”

Since I was five years old, I was raised in a broken family
(although, I could argue that my family was broken way
before that age). For the first six years after my parents’
divorce, I lived with my mom in a very culturally diverse
town in Northern Virginia, where whites aren’t the majority.
In this town, we stayed in a small condominium, and our
living situations never felt secure.
But when I turned 23, I went from the city streets of
Northern Virginia to a small town in Southern Maryland to
live with my dad, sister and stepfamily. The six of us lived in
a single-family home in one of the wealthiest neighborhoods
in the county, let alone one of the wealthiest counties in
the country. Not only was my new home known for its
wealth, but for being one of the few republican counties in a
democratic state.
I’ve seen both sides of the spectrum. I’ve lived through the
months of not having cable or internet because we needed
the extra money. I’ve lived through insecurity, doubt and

worry for my family and myself. But I’ve also been fortunate
enough to live among the one percent where opportunities
were open. I’ve lived with ambitions and dreams that are
within reach.
So what do I look for in a candidate? I look for those who
can lead, yet those who can be led. I look for a person with
the boldness to take uncomfortable measures and challenge
us to become a better version of America. I look for a proud
citizen of our country, but a humble candidate to lead our
nation. I look for a leader with authenticity, not a show run by
a celebrity.
But these are qualities that I can only seem to hope for in
our president. So, like the rest of us, I’ll keep looking until that
person shows up.
Brooke Long is a sophomore writing, rhetoric, and
technical communication and communication studies
double major. Contact Brooke at long4bl@dukes.jmu.edu.

Caroline Henry
Born into a stable family, I’m someone
who’s never had to struggle with financial
needs, discrimination or a feeling of
uncertainty. However, I know and love
several people who have. When I was
younger, I was blind to their hardships, but
as I grow to understand these individuals
more deeply, I strive to use my vote as a
way to fight for them.
I believe in equality of race, gender
and sexual orientation. I believe in seeing
people for their capabilities, not their
disabilities. I believe that opportunity is
a word that should be synonymous with
America, and we need a leader who can
fill in the empty spaces that prevent that.
I want to see a change in the public’s
attitude toward acceptance and a focus on
cultural literacy. The argument over gun

laws should shift to a creative discussion
on how to educate future generations to
accept differences, which will result in a
reduction of violence caused by ignorance.
Additionally, a greater emphasis should
be put on mental health. Suicide rates
among veterans and college students are
rising and need to be addressed with more
available and affordable care.
As the presidential race approaches its
final stretch, I find myself leaning strongly
toward a democratic vote. However, I
don’t yet feel that all of my concerns will
be addressed.
Caroline Henry is a sophomore English
and writing, rhetoric, and technical
communication double major. Contact
Caroline at henryck@dukes.jmu.edu.

“I believe that
opportunity is a
word that should be
synonymous with
America, and we need
a leader who can fill
in the empty spaces
that prevent that.”

Start Your Career In
Education. Today.
Exciting substitute opportunities available
each day throughout Roanoke City
and Staunton City Schools.
Substitute Positions Available:
Teachers | Instructional Assistants | Clerical Personnel

Source4Teachers Advantages:
Flexibility| Training & Support | Competitive Benefits

Apply Now! Visit us at Source4Teachers.com
or call 540-278-1990 to get started.

Source4Teachers is an Equal Opportunity Employer (EOE).
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It’s brunch time
Student business delivers oven-ready, pre-made brunch the night before

PHOTOS COURTESY OF LAINIE CLARY

COURTESY OF TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICE

Album
of
October

breezejmu.org/offthebeat

The biggest struggle when waking up on the weekend can be
deciding what in the world to eat, whether that be breakfast, brunch
or lunch. Even worse are the long lines in E-Hall or D-Hub. Lainie
Clary has solved this problem by delivering brunch as an option open
to all students.
Brunchiez is a new food delivery service that Clary, a sophomore
biology major, started this semester. She takes in orders from her
website, prepares the food and delivers the night before so the brunch
is ready for the next morning.
“I make homemade meals with fresh ingredients and everything,”
Clary said. “And then put them in the freezer so [my friends and I] can
deliver them and you can make them whenever you want.”
Right now Brunchiez provides choices between a tater tot lasagna,
baked Denver omelet, challah french toast with berries and maple
bacon cinnamon rolls. Vegan and gluten-free protein bars and
overnight oatmeal are coming soon to the menu. Choosing a favorite
can either be the easiest or hardest task when asked.
“I had the breakfast [tot lasagna] and it was delicious,” Rob DuBois,
a sophomore music major, said. “It was something I thought only

existed in the dreams of my dreams.”
College students either visit their nearby grocery stores or nearest
dining hall when grocery shopping. Unlike those students, Clary
takes the time to travel outside of Harrisonburg to purchase fresh
ingredients for her brunches.
“I get a lot of it from the Dayton farmers market, which is like 10
minutes out,” Clary said. “So, it’s a lot of local businesses and then
other stuff from Costco.”
Living in the Grace Street Apartments also limits the amount of
groceries Clary is able to purchase when taking care of orders. It leaves
little room for some dry goods kept in the kitchen.
“There is a 25-pound bag of flour in our living room — it’s just taking
over,” Clary said.
Clary has also resorted to the help of her neighbors to keep
ingredients fresh and help out with the business.
“They’re my other storage freezer too,” Clary said, speaking to her
friend Ryan Strzelczyk, a sophomore media arts and design major.
“We keep a bunch of stuff in their freezer.”
Strzelczyk also helps Clary deliver her meals when she needs it.
“She doesn’t pay me anything, I just help,” Strzelczyk said. “I live
right upstairs, so if she needs me to do one or come with her whenever,
and if I’m free I’ll help her out. It’s cool.”

READ OUR BLOG
READ OUR BLOG
READ OUR BLOG

By MADDELYNNE PARKER
The Breeze

READ OUR BLOG

LEFT The tater tot lasagna Brunchiez offers. Lainie Clary, creator of the service, makes everything in her Grace Street apartment. RIGHT One of the other items offered is maple bacon cinnamon rolls.

Clary has great moral support around her and her dreams for
Brunchiez. Not only have close friends helped her make and deliver
the food, but they’ve also helped to bring in orders.
“It was the first weekend she was doing it,” Katherine Meixel, a
sophomore justice studies major and close friend to Clary, said. “I
was talking to her outside, and she was like, ‘You should order this
weekend.’ That was before she started freezing them and you can make
them on your own. So she just delivered it made in the morning. It
was so good.”
Clary has always enjoyed cooking and has joined JMU’s Society of
Entrepreneurs to help her take it as far as it can go.
“I have big goals for it — to be on other college campuses and stuff,”
Clary said. “I got into a group where I think that they’ll, like, help me
be able to do that.”
For Clary, Brunchiez has both its ups and downs, but the positives
outweigh the negatives. Especially since the business has just started,
getting in the number of orders she may want can be challenging.
“It has just consumed my life since I started doing it,” Clary said.
“Getting a random person to order it, it’s just pretty exciting that
they heard about it and that they want the food.”
CONTACT Maddelynne Parker at parkermn@dukes.jmu.edu.

Off
the
Beat

Read our
blog at
breezejmu.
org/
offthebeat/

Bon Iver releases third
studio album
By EMMA KORYNTA
The Breeze

“22, A Million” times that I plan to listen to this album. Bon Iver’s
third studio album dropped on Friday and I’ve been so obsessed
that I haven’t quite shut up about it. It
Bon Iver
came out Sept. 30, but to me this is the
“22, A Million” album of October.
Bon Iver’s been a staple in my music

library for years now. I didn’t know
Released Sept. 30
what to expect from this new album,
but I knew I would love it. Once the
album art and the track titles were listed I was a little thrown off, but
I had faith in Justin Vernon.
I’ve honestly lost track of how many times I’ve listened to this
album all the way through since it came out. While I’m happy to have
it casually playing in the background of whatever I’m doing, the rich
textures layered on the tracks are best enjoyed with headphones in or
speakers playing it loud.
This album was released on a drizzly, cold and cloudy day that
Vernon himself must’ve predicted, because that’s the perfect weather
to listen in. It’s even better when you’re tired and contemplative.
The first track, “22 (OVER S∞∞N),” throws you into the action
immediately with haunting vocals and a resonating electronic pulse.
A lot of this album reminds me of Vernon’s collaborations with
Kanye West, James Blake and Francis and the Lights. The electronic
influence combined with traditional instruments such as trumpet and
piano mirror past work while adding something entirely new to the
picture.
The third track, “715 - CR∑∑KS,” reminds me of a side project of the

beloved Bon Iver: the collaboration with James Blake on “Falls Creek
Boys Choir.” In addition, the dark harmonies in this track remind me of
Vernon’s past work with the group Volcano Choir (also worth a listen).
“33 ‘GOD’” is my favorite on the album by far. It was one of the singles
released early and I quickly became obsessed with it. Even if I don’t
plan to listen to the entire album, I still find myself listening to this
song. The sound is full, but somehow becomes more full throughout
the track, building up until you’re overwhelmed. I always find myself
dancing to this song too, even though it’s not necessarily upbeat.
Tracks such as “29 #Strafford APTS” and “8 (circle)” are strongly
reminiscent of the older Bon Iver albums, but despite the addition of
a computer and vaporwave inspiration, the entire album is equal parts
influenced by Bon Iver’s past albums and entirely new.
One of the most interesting parts of the album was its promotion.
The graffiti, artwork and released track names showed this was going
to be a new Bon Iver. A part of me feels like the track-naming process
was something along the lines of smashing a keyboard with a hammer,
but the track names do reflect the general sounds of the album.
Toward the end of the album, the track “__45__” makes you question
everything you know. Vernon’s singular low voice in the first minute
warms you while the trumpets give you chills. It’s confusing, but you
accept it. As the harmonies build closer to the second minute, you’re
reminded of Bon Iver’s albums and everything good in the world. His
signature, cherished falsettos make yet another appearance ever so
subtly in this rich baritone track.
As a whole, this album is 34 minutes of pure gold. If you do
nothing else today, listen to Bon Iver’s “22, A Million.”
CONTACT Emma Korynta is a junior media arts and design
major. Contact Emma at korynten@dukes.jmu.edu.
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Gifts
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Harrisonburg, VA 22850
like us on facebook!
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Droning on
COURTESY OF DWIGHT TORCULAS

Senior psychology major Dwight Torculas purchased a drone to capture his day-to-day life and later used it for sorority bid day in September on the Quad in front of Wilson Hall. Torculas’ drone is a DJI Phantom 3 4k Quadcopter.

By MARIA KEULER
The Breeze

along with his two friends, Taylor Wev and AJ
Bachand, under their startup business, Ares
Multimedia. They provide aerial footage to
Hundreds of sorority sisters congregated in front
those with interest, like real estate companies
of Wilson hall chanting their themes dressed in tutus,
in search of aerial views of their houses on the
sparkles, crazy colors and sorority letters — as seen from
market.
the sky.
“Everything we shoot, whether for a client
Thanks to Dwight Torculas, a senior psychology major,
or for ourselves, is later sorted through and
and his drone, the festivities were captured and the video
compiled for our demo reel,” Carter said. “Of
later went viral with more than 36,000 views and 400
course the clients get to use it for whatever
shares on YouTube.
they want, but we also use everything for our
Drones give a new look at life from a whole different
portfolio.”
perspective. These flying robots may just look like a fun
They were recently contracted for a shoot at
hobby, but there’s much more to them and those who
the Red Bud Run trails in Winchester, Virginia.
own them.
“The shoot was super early in the morning
JMU’s drone policy is still developing. Over the summer
and our first location was this ravine with a
of 2016, students were informed via email that drones
creek running through it,” Carter said. “The
would be permitted on campus. Weeks later the policy
combination of the early morning mist, dense
was revoked. To fly drones on JMU’s campus, students
foliage, wildlife and sunrise made for one of the
must contact the Harrisonburg Police Department and
best locations we’ve been to.”
receive permission.
Carter believes this shoot was his best
Flying in certain areas may be an invasion of privacy,
experience
yet with the drone.
COURTESY OF MICHAEL CARTER
considered reckless endangerment or trespassing,
“We use the drone to get the perfect shot
JMU alumni Michael Carter and Taylor Wev, and Carter’s roommate Austin Bachand, pose for a picture taken every time, even if it’s 400 feet in the air. So it
according to Torculas.
“There’s this huge gray area for hobby and commercial by their drone. The three make up Ares Multimedia, which provides drone video footage to its clients.
covers the whole range of shots from the ground
drone users that hasn’t been fully addressed yet … Every
to the air,” Bachand, Ares Multimedia’s drone
time that I fly, I have to understand that I’m taking a huge
operator, said.
risk and could be fined or arrested for what I’m doing,” Torculas said.
Carter believes their business demo reel reflects their best work, which features various shots and angles
Torculas currently owns a DJI Phantom 3 4k Quadcopter, purchased in May to document his life and his taken of the local environment by the drone.
adventures. Inspired by various YouTube video bloggers who document their travels with their Phantoms,
Both Carter’s and Torculas’ drones stream the live video to either their iPhone or controller they’re flying
Torculas quickly learned how to fly it. The hard part was using it to get footage.
it with, thus keeping them aware of exactly what’s happening where they’re flying.
With practice, Torculas produced a few videos and uploaded them to his Youtube channel using iMovie
“In one sense, drones are just glorified toys,” Carter said. “But they can be really dangerous in the
and other equipment such as a GoPro HERO4 Silver and a Canon T5i. These videos were created for himself, wrong hands.”
his friends and various organizations such as the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity and the JMU club golf team.
JMU (‘16) alumnus and former Breeze writer Michael Carter currently owns a DJI Phantom 3 Pro CONTACT Maria Keuler at keulermc@dukes.jmu.edu.

MACAULEY | JMU professor recounts meeting wife in near-accident

COURTESY OF CAMERON MACAULEY

Professor Macauley witnessed a landmine explode and a buffalo’s subsequent death while in Thailand in 1984.

COURTESY OF CAMERON MACAULEY

Macauley worked with Doctors Without Borders in Brazil, teaching residents how to detect the malaria virus.
from front

“I felt comfortable that he spoke my language
and it was like home,” Angela said.
They reached the airport, unloaded the
supplies into the truck and headed back down
the hill. However, the truck’s former driver was
angry that Macauley fired him after driving the
company truck while intoxicated, and failed to tell
him that there wasn’t any brake fluid in the truck.
“We started down this long hill into town and I
discovered that we had no brakes,” Macauley said.
“And by the time I figured it out, we were going
about 70 miles per hour.”
He tried pulling the emergency brake and
shifting into first gear to slow down the car, but
to no avail.
“There were people around, and all the cars on
the street, and a dog,” Angela said. “But when he
was driving, I couldn’t do anything at all. The only
thing that I could do was scream at people to try
to stay away.”
Macauley eventually made it to the bottom of
the hill and coasted to a stop.
“And we both got out of the truck with our legs
shaking like crazy, and we embraced each other,”
Macauley said. “And that was the beginning of a
long relationship.”
Angela also considers this moment a favorite
memory of their time together.
“At the end, it was funny, but then, it was very

strange and scary,” Angela said. “I will not forget
about that.”
After a lifetime of countless, overseas
adventures, Macauley has finally made JMU
his home as a member of the Justice Studies
department.
Here, he has found a niche in teaching and
captivates students from a variety of disciplines.
“My favorite part when taking his class was that
he brought his own experience into class, and
that allowed us a much better understanding of
that humanitarian topic,” Gavin Jackson, a senior
intelligence analysis major, said.
Macauley reciprocates those feelings and
values JMU students’ passion and dedication.
“I encounter more students here with more
enthusiasm, not only for their studies, but for
going into a profession that’s going to benefit
other people,” Macauley said. “And that to me is
really inspiring and it just makes every teaching
day a pleasure.”
Even with endless opportunities to continue
exciting work abroad, Macauley still prefers JMU.
“I love JMU, I want to stay here forever,” Macauley said. “I’m not kidding, I would prefer not to go
anywhere else after this. I feel at home here and I
feel that I can contribute to the JMU community,
so I hope I don’t have to leave.”
CONTACT Nicolette Chuss at chussns@dukes.
jmu.edu.
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SCOREBOARD
MEN’S SOCCER

SAM TAYLOR / THE BREEZE

(0-8-3, 0-2-2 CAA)

LAST WEEK

TIE at William & Mary 0-0
LOSS vs. C of C 2-1 (OT)

THIS WEEK

CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

PPD at UNC-Wilmington

Senior running back Khalid Abdullah points to the sky as he confidently waltzes into the endzone for one of his two touchdowns in the Dukes 43-20 victory over the University of Delaware.

WOMEN’S SOCCER

By KEVIN HASWELL
contributing writer

CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

(5-8-0, 2-2-0 CAA)

LAST WEEK

WIN at Elon 3-1
Loss vs. Drexel 1-0

THIS WEEK

WIN vs. Delaware 3-1
Oct. 8 at Towson

FIELD HOCKEY

The No. 7 ranked JMU Dukes won big last week
with a 43-20 win against the University of Delaware
on Saturday. They look to continue the success as they
host the College of William & Mary at Bridgeforth
Stadium on Saturday. The Tribe is currently 2-3 after
a 21-12 loss last week against the University of New
Hampshire. The two teams will kick off at 3:30 p.m.

Cardon Johnson. Abdullah and Johnson combined
for 252 yards on 22 carries against Delaware. That
performance had the dynamic duo averaging 11.4 per
carry. The tandem ranks second and third in the CAA
in rushing yards per game, combining for 220.6 yards
per game. The Dukes will have to have a strong day up
front, but that hasn’t been a problem for the offensive
line so far this season. Look for the Dukes to run early
and often this week, as they look to expose the weak
Tribe front.

1. Run the ball, early and often

2. Convert on third downs

The Dukes have been successful on the ground all
season. Last week against Delaware, they ran for 298
yards, while averaging 8.7 yards per carry. William &
Mary, on the other hand, is 9th in the Colonial Athletic
Association in rushing defense, allowing 182.6 yards
per game. The Dukes need to take advantage of the the
Tribe’s weak rushing defense, by running the ball early
and often. The Tribe has excelled in the secondary
this season. They currently rank No. 2 in the CAA in
passing defense, only allowing 157 passing yards per
game. So it wouldn’t be in JMU’s best interest to pass
the ball very much against the Tribe.
“I think that the run game is important every week, I
don’t think it really depends on the opponent, it is just
something that you have to do,” senior running back
Khalid Abdullah said. “If the defense can stop the run,
they can stop everything.”
Running the ball all starts with feeding the two
beasts in the backfield: Abdullah and redshirt junior

The Dukes were great on third down last week
against Delaware, converting five third downs in nine
attempts. That performance was right on par with
their season average on third downs. The Dukes are
first in the CAA on third down conversions this year,
converting on 52.4 percent of their attempts. The Tribe
hasn’t been very successful in stopping third down
conversions this year, as it’s currently 9th in the CAA in
opponents’ third down percentage. William & Mary is
allowing its opposing teams to convert on 41.3 percent
of their third down attempts.
“I think that once we are pinned down and our
backs are against the wall, we come together as a
team, and make the best play that we see fit,” Abdullah
said. “We have a great quarterback in Bryan Schor that
tends to make the right decisions.”
Converting on third downs will start with a
successful running game. The more yardage that the
Dukes can get on first and second down, the easier

it’ll be to convert on third down. The Dukes have been
so successful on offense this year that they’ve only
punted the ball 16 times on the season. Look for the
Dukes to convert a lot of short third down conversions
this week. If the Dukes run the ball successfully on
early downs, the Tribe defense will have a long day.

3. Be disciplined with penalties
JMU hasn’t been very disciplined with penalties so
far this season. It’s currently last in the CAA, averaging
67.8 yards of penalties a game. On the other hand,
William & Mary has been very disciplined this year,
ranking third in the CAA in penalties. The Tribe has
only committed 44.2 yards of penalties per game this
season. Watch for the Tribe to try to get the Dukes into
penalty trouble, they’ve been successful with doing so
in other game this season.
“I try and reinforce to the kids, how critical it is,”
head coach Mike Houston said. “The ones that kill you
are the pre-snap and the post-snap penalties, because
those are the ones that you have to be disciplined to
not get yourself in the middle of.”
The penalty problem for the Dukes can turn their
game plan for this week upside down. If the Dukes get
into penalty trouble early, it’ll be very tough for them to
run the ball. The last thing that the Dukes want to do is
have to pass the ball on a very talented Tribe secondary.
Discipline on both sides of the football will make every
other phase of the game that much easier for the Dukes.
see FOOTBALL, page 10

Club tennis gets set for tournament
The Dukes to head to South Carolina to compete in the Campus Fall Invitational

CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

(7-3, 1-1 CAA)

LAST WEEK

WIN at #13 Old Dominion 2-1
WIN at VCU 4-3 (OT)
LOSS vs. #10 Delaware 1-0

THIS WEEK

WIN vs. Towson 12-0
Oct. 7 at Northeastern

VOLLEYBALL

LAURA VANDEMARK / THE BREEZE

(10-5, 2-0 CAA)

LAST WEEK

WIN vs. William & Mary 3-0
WIN at Elon 3-1
LOSS at Hofstra 3-0

THIS WEEK

Loss at Northeastern 3-1
Oct. 7 vs. UNC-Wilmington

FOOTBALL

CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

(4-1, 2-0 CAA)

LAST WEEK

WIN vs. Delaware 43-20

NEXT GAMES

Oct. 8 vs. William & Mary
Oct. 15 at New Hampshire

By JAKE BROD
The Breeze

The JMU club tennis team is gearing up for a big weekend
in Hilton Head Island, South Carolina. The team is one of
48 co-ed intramural tennis teams from around the country
that will compete at the United States Tennis Association On
Campus Fall Invitational this weekend.
The club, which is composed of 90 players, has worked
diligently to prepare for the high profile tournament this
weekend. While there’s a lot of talent on the team, only 12
players will make the trip to South Carolina and represent
JMU.
“Everyone knows that this tournament is such a big deal,
so we have tryouts for it,” Jackie Dillon, a junior public policy
and administration major, said. “We had about 15 guys and 10
girls try out for the spots and it was very competitive. We got
the top players on our team to go, which we are very excited
about.”
JMU’s no stranger to this invitational, as it competed last
year. Unfortunately, the team finished in the “fun bracket”
below the bronze level. Despite the underwhelming
performance a year ago, a change in attitude has given the
team renewed optimism heading into this year’s tournament.
“We’re trying to be serious this year,” Kristian KC, a junior
international affairs major, said. “Last year we weren’t that
serious and we were just having a lot of fun. We are definitely
trying to come out with a better mindset this year and finish
in the top 30.”
Some on-court adjustments could make all the difference
in order to elevate the team’s results at the 2016 invitational.
The team has identified a few areas of focus heading into the
big weekend.
“Preparation will be big,” Alex Slappey, a senior math
and statistics double major, said. “We weren’t as prepared
last year. We got there and we were just not in our element.
Communication will also be key. If someone is not playing
well, we need to sub them out. If we get down because
someone is not playing well, that could ruin the rest of the
matches too.”
One of the most exciting aspects of this tournament for the
club is to face off against some of the top talent from across
the nation. While there will be stiff competition along the way,
recent results hint that a solid finish could be in store for the
Dukes.
“We’re looking forward to seeing how our best players stack
up against everyone else’s best players,” Dillon said. “Virginia
Tech actually almost won it last year and we just played in a
tournament at Tech and did fairly well. We’re excited to have
high competition at Hilton Head.”
Playing in a tournament of this magnitude is a big deal
for those who were chosen to represent the club. The 12
members who were selected recognize just how special it is to
represent their school in a competition of this caliber.
“I’m honored to represent JMU at this tournament,” KC
said. “I love competing at tournaments and having JMU on
my shirt and having my teammates there to support me is a
big deal.”
The team will kick off play on Oct. 7 and compete throughout
the weekend. The top two teams at the invitational get an
automatic bid to compete in the 2017 USTA On Campus
National Championship, which takes place in Orlando, Florida,
in April.
CONTACT Jake Brod at brodjt@dukes.jmu.edu.

CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

Alex Slappey, a senior math and statistics double major, sets up to blast a forehand during a JMU club tennis practice.
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RUGBY | Alumni join the team to celebrate
the Dukes’ success over the past 40 years
from front

LAURA VANDEMARK / THE BREEZE

JMU club rugby players scrimmage against each other. The team’s inaugrual season was in 1976.

After its 11:30 a.m. game against Temple, the team will
tailgate and later attend dinner with alumni as part of
the celebrations. The Dukes won their first game, but lost
their second to a varsity team. This will be the team’s first
league test this season in the Mason-Dixon Conference.
“Honestly, I think we are expected to win our division
within our conference,” Rich said. “It’s split up between
North and South, and this is the first step in proving that
we are coming to win our conference. It’s going to be
incredible to do that in front of 20 alumni.”
While the most visible aspect of any club team
remains the competitions, the more important
characteristic with many teams — including women’s
rugby — is the level of camaraderie. The team’s
chemistry builds as all 47 members share a passion for
not only rugby, but also spending time with each other.
“I feel like having something rugby related every day
really helps with that learning experience, because we
are seeing each other six out of the seven days,” Nicole
Hernandez, club captain, vice president and junior
economics major, said. “We always have pasta parties
every Friday before a game. We just go to someone’s
apartment, have pasta, sit around, and talk for a while,
and you start to get close to each other.”
Rugby has no formal tryouts as they welcome all
who’re interested. An overwhelming majority of the
team members didn’t play rugby prior to joining the
club, though many previously played a sport.
“I did soccer from kindergarten up until graduating,”
Caitlin Henry, social media chair and a sophomore

interdisciplinary liberal studies major, said. “When I
came into college, I thought I didn’t really want anything
to do with sports. I was kind of done and burned out.
After first semester, I really missed the whole team
aspect.”
The team ensures all members get playing time
and hopes to increase membership so the quality of
practice can improve, and so that the team can practice
15-versus-15 play consistently.
“I really hope that we increase our numbers and
have that retention rate, just because there’s a lot of
people that are juniors and seniors,” Hernandez said.
“As soon as we go, the team is going to keep growing and
shrinking, so I really hope that we get the knowledge
of rugby really out there just so more people can be
interested.”
The team practices three times a week and does
additional independent workouts, many with head
coach Roshna Wunderlich. Although winning this year is
a priority, leaving a legacy for the next 40 years remains a
consideration.
This includes improving the cash flows of the team,
where in previous years, executive boards let the well
run dry during transitional periods. Retaining the caring
and ardent culture that developed over the past few also
maintains value with the organization.
While the nostalgia of commemorating the past tops the
significance, the team looks forward to leaving its mark for
the present season and future ones to come.
CONTACT Andre Haboush at
habousaw@dukes.jmu.edu.

FOOTBALL | Dukes take on
conference rival at home Saturday
from page 9

4. Create an early lead
The Dukes’ offense has been
dominating opposing defenses. They
currently sit first in the CAA, averaging
47.6 yards per game. That’s almost
17 points better than the second best
team. William & Mary’s offense hasn’t
been as successful. It currently sits
ninth in the CAA in scoring, averaging
only 19 points per game. The balanced
attack on offense for the Tribe hasn’t
been able to put the ball in the end
zone this season. Look for the Dukes to
make a couple stops early, to drop the
Tribe’s confidence on offense.
JMU held a 34-23 lead midway
through the third quarter in last year’s
contest with the Tribe before they
eventually fell 44-41. Despite the lack
of success on offense this year, William
& Mary returns nine starters from last

season’s unit that finished third in
the CAA in scoring by averaging 30.9
points per game. If JMU allows William
& Mary to stay in the game the Tribe
is more than capable of pulling off a
come from behind victory.
JMU needs to take advantage early
on the William & Mary defense.
Running the ball and converting on
third downs will be a major key for the
Dukes to be able to put a ton of points
on Saturday. In order to be successful
this week, the Dukes need to open up
a first half lead and put the game out of
reach for the Tribe in the first half.
“William & Mary is always a tough
defense, that is what we expect to see,”
senior quarterback Bryan Schor said.
For those looking to watch the game
at home, it will be available on Comcast
SportsNet.
CONTACT Kevin Haswell at
haswelkr@dukes.jmu.edu.

CONNOR WOISARD / THE BREEZE

Senior running back Khalid Abdullah celebrates after scoring a touchdown. Abdullah is second in the FCS with 603 rushing yards.
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RIVALRY GAME
JMU VS. WILLIAM & MARY

#7

PRESENTED BY JMU DUKE CLUB
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RISHMITA AICH | pride and prejudice

When war spills over to the arts
When elephants fight, it’s the grass that suffers.
This age-old African proverb could be applied
to the innocent victims of every war crisis that
mankind has ever faced. The sufferers of the
never-ending oil strife in Iraq, the displaced
and expatriated of the Syrian war and now an
entire branch of media fraternity are facing the
consequences of two warmongering countries
locking tusks.
A series of surgical strikes administered by the
Indian Army to combat the alleged terrorist troops
who’ve inhabited the India-Pakistan border compelled the Pakistani
government to backfire in an unusual way. The bloodlust spilled over
to the arts, when the Pakistani government put a ban on the broadcast
of all Indian films, TV channels even reprimanded Pakistani actors
from working in Indian media. Since the entertainment industries of
both countries are heavily interconnected, the ban has left the artists
in the soup and even forced some of them out of Mumbai to retreat
back to their countries of origin.
For those who aren’t aware of the long-standing military feud
between India and Pakistan, in 1965 — following a major war during
the partition of the two countries — Indian films were banned in
Pakistan for 43 years until 2008. Since the film industry has always
been the victim of the feud between the two countries, it brings me
back to the enduring question of, how much power can a declared
democracy exercise on media outlets?

While both the Indian and Pakistani governments are both
claiming the bans over actors and films as politically motivated
actions, one point that I’d like to repeatedly harp on is the reason why
art is being used as a weapon to retaliate. Since the entertainment
industry has never played any role in fueling the fights, it shouldn’t
suffer the consequences of it.

Conflicts should be dissolved through diplomacy
and dialogue, not through unreasonable bans
on media sources like films and books.
History provides evidence that a ban on any kind of art has always
been used to establish powerful political or religious statements. The
Nazis renamed modern art as degenerate art since it often threw light
on the various miseries brought upon the world by the Nazi regime
and portrayed Jews in a white light; Iran casually put a ban on all
foreign films in 2005 because apparently, they possessed elements
that could corrupt the culture, and haven’t yet revoked it; and then
there was the time when the world was shaken to its core by the
issuance of the fatwa by Muslim religious leaders, ordering Muslims
to rightfully kill Salman Rushdie, the author of “The Satanic Verses” on
the grounds of blasphemy.
I think outlawing any kind of art or suppressing it through violent

ARMIN HARACIC | armchair anecdotes

means is the nastiest bureaucratic action that any political or religious
faction could pull. It goes against the core values of logic, reason
and rationality on which our civilization stands. Conflicts should be
dissolved through diplomacy and dialogue, not through unreasonable
bans on media sources like films and books.
However, since both Pakistan and India can’t justify the ban on the
film industry and actors respectively on the grounds of censorship
or any of the other preposterous reasons mentioned above, it’s a
direct violation of Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights, under which not only does everyone hold a right to impart
information through any kind of media, but they’re equally entitled to
receive information from all sources.
Not long ago in the timescale of centennial history, the Hiroshima
and Nagasaki bombings caused a horror that resonates worldwide
even to this day. The prolonged spell of cruelty, destruction and
genocide brought from the attacks is enough to successfully deter
warring nations from using them again for at least three quarters of
a century. Yet, hardwired to establish dominance, men continue to
resurge themselves into warfare at the cost of innocents, homes and
even the arts.
With more and more countries whimsically slapping bans on the
various forms of art and expression, I wonder how dangerously close
we are to an art genocide.
Rishmita Aich is a junior media arts and design major. Contact
Rishmita at aichrx@dukes.jmu.edu.

SPENCER MUNSON | organized ramblings

How the alt- Let’s go local
right ruined
political
incorrectness
for everyone
It’s beneficial to buy domestic products

In 1964, undercover
The alt-right, as defined by The Washington
government agents arrested
Post, is a political mindset focused on fighting
comedian Lenny Bruce at
against multiculturalism, political correctness
Greenwich Village’s Café au
and feminism through social media and online
Go Go after he’d spoken up
boards in an effort to further their own (usually)
to 100 obscenities on stage.
white nationalist identity.
Playwright Mae West spent
According to a Demographics Pro analysis of
eight days in jail after directing, alt-right Twitter demographics, married white
writing and starring in a play
men between the ages of 40 and 60 make most of
called “Sex” in 1927. In 1981,
the alt-right online presence, though it’s possible
punk musician Wendy O.
they make up a slightly more varied portion of the
Williams was charged with “obscenity” by the
population.
Cleveland police after she had performed wearing
University of Virginia professor Nicole Hemmer
nothing but electrical tape and shaving cream.
stated that members of the alt-right see “political
All three artists were rallying against what we
correctness really as the greatest threat to their
today call “political correctness” or as Merriamliberty. They believe saying racist and anti-semitic
Webster describes it, “conforming to a belief
things is not an act of hate, but an act of freedom.”
that language and practices which could offend
NPR further states that the alt-right is “suspicious
political sensibilities (as in matters of sex and
of free markets,” a complete contradiction
race) should be eliminated.”
of traditional conservatism, believing that
Fighters against political correctness included
business interests can come into conflict with
artists like Richard Pryor, who used his substance
“higher ideals” like cultural preservation and
addiction and dealings with racism as comedy
homogeneity. Fox News extrapolates by saying
material. There were also political anarchists
that the alt-right has labeled “traditional
like Emma Goldman, who through her writings
Republicans” as “cucks” who’ve been neutered
and orations in the late 1800s
by progressive and globalist
fought to dismantle repressive
standards.
Political incorrectness
social institutions for the
Online message boards such
was once a mindset
sake of promoting personal
as Twitter and Reddit have
freedoms such as gay rights,
become prime rallying areas for
to describe tearing
free speech birth control
alt-right like-minded people,
down repressive
and equitable laws of labor.
with the mediums becoming
Goldman was often arrested
outlets for online harassment
meta-narratives for
or harassed during her
for those not completely
the sake of expanding
lectures, sometimes banned
assimilated into the alt-right’s
outright from speaking due to
nationalist and xenophobic
personal freedoms.
her “exceedingly dangerous”
standards, notably women and
vernacular.
people of color.
It was through the
Political incorrectness was
dismantling of politically
once a mindset to describe
correct narratives, such as non confrontational
tearing down repressive meta-narratives for the
comedy and an omnipresent trust in traditional
sake of expanding personal freedoms. In the
social institutions, that people’s worldviews
internet era however, it has become associated
expanded beyond the limitations “polite society”
with trolls doing both physical and virtual
had incurred on them, paving the road for people
damage to anyone they feel threatened by. Such
to continually discover and demand further
instances are when trolls called in a fake SWAT
personal and expressive freedoms.
team against Congresswoman Katherine Clarke
One group on the internet called the alt-right,
because she proposed legislation to better fight
declare themselves as the new mavericks fighting
online harassment. Another was when actress
against political correctness, which they believe is Leslie Jones was flooded with racist abuse on
now hindering people from having opinions. Yet I
Twitter and an online hack that posted her private
don’t believe everyone is entitled to their opinion, information.
rather everyone is entitled to what they can argue
The alt-right isn’t subverting cultural standards
for, and the alt-right currently argues for a return
like George Carlin did with his “Seven Words
to fascistic nationalism for the sake of cultural
You Can’t Say on Television” routine or N.W.A’s
preservation under the guise of fighting political
unflinching look at Los Angeles-based poverty in
correctness.
“Straight Outta Compton.” The online movement
The trolls touting this perversion of political
is bent on creating new hierarchies through
incorrectness deem it as the means to fight the
the suppression, rather than the expansion, of
newspeak of feminism and multiculturalism in
particular mindsets, something that celebrates
order to protect the chiseled visage of the allpolitical correctness in a way no private
American white boy. The alt-right believes it’s
midwestern liberal arts college ever can.
their religious duty to use harassment and vitriol
to remove the social justice warrior’s leather boot
Armin Haracic is a senior political science
off the neck of the white boy who dared to have
major. Contact Armin at haraciax@dukes.jmu.
an opinion.
edu.

In today’s global market,
which can’t be found or aren’t offered at a cheap
access to goods from markets
enough price in their domestic market. Even as
around the world has become
sustainable resource consumption increases, it
increasingly cheaper, faster
fails to keep up with the total development of the
and more convenient. A trip
world’s economies.
to Wal-Mart could yield the
Global commerce has taken its toll in other
purchase of fish imported from
places beside the environment; it has also
Japan, apples from Poland, a
had adverse effects on local economies. The
Nestle bar manufactured in
purchasing of goods online and from large
Switzerland and maybe a pint of retailers hurts local communities because it
ice cream made here in the U.S.
“bleeds” out money that comes into the economy
Large-scale chain retailers have made shopping
without circulating any of it back through to
a one-stop ordeal and have managed to drop prices
local businesses. Small local businesses typically
on their items to unbeatable lows. This undeniable
operate under smaller profit margins so when
convenience is incredibly appealing to most
revenue comes into the business, more of it is then
consumers and, on the surface, there appears to
redistributed throughout the community to pay for
be little downside to the easy access of imported
costs such as supplies, maintenance and payroll.
goods. These new channels of commerce and
According to a study by Civic Economics, a
access to foreign and domestic markets are a result
private research firm, on average, 48 percent of
of increasing technology on the consumer end as
each purchase at a local independent business
well as on the business’ transport and delivery end.
was redistributed throughout the local economy,
Unfortunately, like many other practices, which
compared to a 14 percent redistribution rate on
our society has developed
purchases at chain stores. This
out of demand for greater
redistribution of capital is vital
Buying local goods and
convenience, this global
to the health of local economies
commerce has many
and increases the benefit that
services is a fairly small
adverse effects that most
each purchase has on the
lifestyle change that can
consumers fail to see or
community.
understand.
Globalization as a whole
have
a
large
impact.
In the past 35 years,
has made some incredibly
greenhouse gas emissions
positive impacts on the global
have risen by 60 percent as
economy, people’s quality of
a result of human activity.
life and the availability of goods
The primary contributors to these emissions
around the world. There’s been an increase in
are the growing global practices of industrial
the development of emerging countries as more
production, transportation and deforestation.
citizens find jobs and wages slowly increase. This
As incomes continue to rise, consumer markets
development ultimately can lead to a better quality
around the world continue to increase in size and
of life for people around the world, as they’ll have
subsequently grow consumer demand.
increased access to health care and education.
This rapid surge in demand has put a greater
I’m in no way making any notions toward
strain on production and consequently increased
a radical idea such as the abandonment of
the consumption of natural resources. In fact,
our participation in the global market. I am,
humans today consume about 50 percent more
however, advocating that we re-evaluate some
resources than we did only 30 years ago. It doesn’t
of our consumer habits and look to other more
take a mathematician to tell you that such a rate
sustainable alternatives. Buying local goods and
is hardly sustainable. To make matters worse, this
services is a fairly small lifestyle change that can
consumption isn’t equally spread throughout
have a large impact. This trend has the ability to
the global market — more developed countries
provide relief for the rapid depletion of natural
consume resources at a far greater pace than
resources and can bring strength back to our local
those less developed. Citizens living in the
economies and instill a sense of community in the
richest countries consume up to 10 times more
places we call home.
natural resources than those living in the poorest
countries.
Spencer Munson is a senior management
This consumption comes as a result of a
major. Contact Spencer at munsonsc@dukes.
consumer class that demands access to goods,
jmu.edu.
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B R I N G YO U R A N I C I R A A L U M N I F O R A G R O U P WA L K AT 1 1 A M !
AT T H E

Updated Salary database

curious about your
professor's salary?
M U S I C A L L DAY !

GO TO
http://www.breezejmu.org
/salary_database/

CLASSIFIEDS
Announcements

Lost and Found

Download your Free App for
dealing with Police at www.
keeferapp.com. From Bob Keefer
a lawyer with over 30 years
experience.

Lost: Charm bracelet.
Sentimental value to the owner.
Reward offered. (804) 432-1377.

Place your classified at
BreezeJMU.org/classifieds
First 10 words for $1

KIDS
UNDER 8
FREE!

TICKETS

$

15

BEER FROM

B R OT H E R S C R A F T B R E W I N G
AND
PALE FIRE BREWING

W W W. A N I C I R A . O R G

9 1 0 N L I B E R T Y S T. H A R R I S O N B U R G , VA

( 5 4 0 ) 4 37-1 9 8 0

